EQUINE FAIR EVENT SCHEDULE

OUTDOOR ARENA

10:30 OPENING CEREMONY
11:00 DRIVING AND RIDING BREED DEMONSTRATION NAUTILUS GYPSY COBS - JULIE MACKINNON
11:30 Jousting - Games Skills at Arms INTERNATIONAL Jousting Assoc. NICOLE FOUKZIALAS
12:00 BRIDELess RIDEING AND WESTERN PLEASURE BOULDER BROOK FARM AMANDA HANSON - KATHRYN BUSCH
12:30 VAULTING RENAISSANCE FARM - PAM FALKINS
10:00 Jousting INTERNATIONAL Jousting Assoc. NICOLE FOUKZIALAS
130 FRIESIANS IN COSTUME RUNITNEMADE FARM - GENE SWEENY
2:00 ICELANDIC DRILL TEAM SILVER MAPLE FARM - JANA MEYER
2:30 IMPROVING YOUR HUNTER THROUGH GOOD EQUITATION HIGH STANDARD STABLES
3:00 GAMING FUNDAMENTALS PRESENTING NHS REAL RODEO GIRLS CHERYL NEWCOMBE

INDOOR ARENA

10:30 HIPOTHERAPY CHRISTINA RICHARDSON
11:00 SHEEP OBSTACLE COURSE CRACKED AN EGG FARM - MEGHAN PAGE
11:30 PONY RIDES HIGH KNOLL EQUESTRIAN CENTER
12:00 GROOMING ESPANA - STEPHANIE LAVERTU
1:00 GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HORSES FEEDING PROGRAM PURINA-DIANNE SALGE
1:30 EQUINE MASSAGE KAREN SMITH
2:00 EVALUATING YOUR HORSE FOR TRAINING PARTNERSHIP TRAINING LYNN CORRIGAN
2:30 PONY RIDES HIGH KNOLL EQUESTRIAN CENTER
2:30 EQUINE LAMENESS RECOGNITION GRANT MYHRE DVM
3:00 WOUND CARE AND LEG WRAPPPING ALYSSA WARNER DVM

ROUND PEN

10:30 EQUINE MASSAGE KAREN SMITH
11:00 ROUND PEN BASICS PARTNERSHIP TRAINING LYNN CORRIGAN
12:00 ALPACA SHEARING SALLIES FEN AND ALPACAS
12:00 BREED DEMONSTRATION NAUTILUS GYPSY COBS JULIE MACKINNON
130 SHEEP OBSTACLE COURSE MEGHAN PAGE
2:00 EQUINE LAMENESS RECOGNITION GRANT MYHRE DVM
2:30 BODY SCORING YOUR HORSE PURINA-DIANNE SALGE

AROUND THE GROUNDS

CLIMB UP INTO ONE OF THE HORSE DRAWN WAGONS FOR A RIDE AROUND THE GROUNDS. YOU'LL FIND GREAT FOOD FROM LOCAL FAIR VENDORS AND DOVER HIGH SCHOOL. THE GRANITE COUNTRY BAND WILL BE PLAYING SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE COUNTRY MUSIC. CHECK IN ON THE FARRIERS COMPETITION WHERE THE FARRIERS ARE BATTLING IT OUT FOR THE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE. VARIOUS CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES WILL BE OFFERED AROUND THE GROUNDS THROUGHOUT THE DAY.

VISIT THE MYHRE EQUINE HOSPITAL THROUGHOUT THE DAY FOR LECTURES AND INTERACTIVE DEMONSTRATIONS.

PERFORM LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY, WITH DR. CASEY PACHECO WHO WILL ASSIST YOU IN THE REMOVAL OF A SMALL CANDY ON OUR RESIDENT PINATA.

PARTICIPATE IN CLINIC ROUNDS TO EVALUATE HOSPITAL PATIENTS AND LEARN ABOUT OUR EQUINE REFERRAL HOSPITAL AND CASES.

SEE AND ASSIST IN AN ACTUAL ULTRASOUND EXAMINATION PERFORMED ON OUR RESIDENT MINIATURE HORSE.

VISIT OUR VENDORS AT THE INDOOR AREANA AND AROUND THE GROUNDS.

DERBY PARTY

LOCATED IN THE SCHOOL HOUSE TICKET PRICE $15.00 POST TIME 5:45

VISIT THE EQUINE HIGH SCHOOL CLASS ROOM TO WATCH THE KENTUCKY DERBY RACE ON A LARGE PROJECTION SCREEN. PARTICIPATE IN OUR 50/50 RAFFLE FOR A CHANCE TO PICK THE WINNER AND BE IN THE WINNERS CIRCLE. PLACE OR SHOW ALL WHILE SUPPORTING THE RIDING EQUESTRIAN AND THERAPEUTIC PROGRAMS PLACE YOUR BID ON AN ITEM IN OUR SILENT AUCTION. MUSIC PROVIDED BY GRANITE COUNTRY BAND. REFRESHMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED.